The committee took the following actions during the academic year:

1. Undertook exhaustive survey of past and present system calendar formulas and managed a survey of UWM faculty, staff and students to determine majority opinion for a new academic calendar.

2. Proposed new academic calendar for academic year 1986-88 based on Madison formula which was passed by a grateful, but exhausted Faculty Senate.

3. Recommended to Secy. of University that the schedule of classes and bulletins reinforce the present policy of flexibility in exam scheduling with respect to religious holidays for all students.

4. Recommending abolishing rule requiring combined-section departments to resolve conflicts. This will require students to resolve scheduling conflicts in these as in all other instances.

5. Skillfully side-stepped request from Vice-Chancellor to define Minority/Disadvantages with respect to student support, etc.

6. Discussed cheating, inc. policy—took no action.
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